Introduction {#S1}
============

A significant challenge facing researchers seeking to prevent, mitigate, diagnose or treat traumatic brain injuries (TBI) is the heterogeneity of the disease. In fact, the term "TBI" refers to a wide range of injuries caused by a variety of injury mechanisms and leading to a range of clinical consequences. Penetrating head injuries are typically associated with projectiles moving at high velocities, such as rifle bullets, or low velocities, such as knives. Closed-head injuries are typically associated with blunt force, such as being struck by a blunt instrument, overpressure from an explosion, or head acceleration. Because there is an intimate relationship between the mechanism of injury and the subsequent cascade of injury, research into appropriate prevention, diagnosis and treatment of TBI is a multidisciplinary endeavor.

The importance of researching TBI cannot be overstated. According to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) approximately 1.7 million TBIs occur each year in the US with 52,000 fatalities and 275,000 hospitalizations ([@B1]). Investigators acknowledge that under-reporting is common so that the actual figure may be up to 10-fold higher. TBI accounts for 30% of injury-related deaths in the US ([@B1]). For the US military, statistics vary widely due to the difficulties associated with diagnosing mild TBI; however, reports indicate that 15 and 20% of returning veterans from Afghanistan and Iraq have head injuries ([@B2]). While most TBI victims recover fully within a few days to weeks, many continue to experience chronic symptoms of cognitive, emotional, and physical impairment for months or years ([@B3]).

Determining the mechanisms underlying the various types of TBI begins with studying the physics of the insult. TBI is a consequence of a physical insult that exceeds the capacity of the biological organism to tolerate. It is this physical insult that initiates the biochemical and pathological consequences that is brain injury.

This paper reviews the elements of physics of the different types of TBI. These elements are loading mechanisms associated with ballistic, blast, and blunt trauma and accelerative forces. For each, the physics of the interaction between the insult and head are described. Although injury criteria and injury prevention are largely considered to be engineering issues, rather than medical ones, it is the opinion of the authors that naiveté on the part of medical personnel regarding the state of the science in injury prevention does as great a disservice to TBI research as does naiveté on the part of engineers to the state of the science in TBI diagnosis and treatment. Thus, this paper includes a summary of the state of the science with respect to injury criteria and prevention derived from the present state of the understanding of TBI physics.

Ballistics {#S2}
==========

Penetrating head wounds are typically categorized as resulting from low or high-velocity projectiles. The definitions of "low" and "high" vary. From a ballistics protection perspective, "low-velocity" is sometimes defined as \<120 m/s, but British researchers define "low velocity" as below 335 m/s, and American researchers have also drawn the line anywhere between 610 m/s and 914 m/s ([@B4]). From a biomechanics perspective, the definition of "low" and "high" velocity is complicated by the close relationships among the velocity, mass and projected area of the penetrator. It is obvious that low-velocity penetrators would include knives or glass fragments. It is, perhaps, less intuitive that some pellets from, for example, a .38 caliber air rifle, may also result in a "low-velocity" penetration to the brain. A.38 caliber air rifle pellet weighing 8.25 grains must impact at a velocity of at least 101 m/s to perforate skin, leaving relatively little residual kinetic energy with which to penetrate the skull and damage the brain. By the time it does penetrate the skull, if it does, the damage it produces to brain matter will be relatively localized. By comparison, a round nose.38 caliber lead bullet weighing 113 grains can perforate skin at 58 m/s, leaving much more residual energy with which to penetrate the skull and underlying brain matter ([@B5]). Given the interdependency of velocity, mass, projectile construction and projected area, the terms "low velocity" and "high velocity" are, at the least, misleading. However, since the terms continue to be ubiquitous in both biomechanics and medical communities, perhaps the best way of defining "low velocity" and "high velocity" is by the nature of the injury, with "low velocity" penetrations characterized by highly localized tissue damage along the object's trajectory, while "high velocity" penetrations generate both permanent and temporary cavities, resulting in damage beyond the immediate contact region between projectile and tissue ([@B6]).

Low-velocity penetrations {#S2-1}
-------------------------

Low-velocity penetrating wounds cause lacerations to the scalp, depressed skull fractures and localized brain tissue damage along the object's travel path. The head is most commonly violated by low-velocity projectiles at weak points of the skull, where the bone is thinnest. These skull locations are the orbital roof, temporal squama and cribriform plate (nasal cavity). Other skull locations are still vulnerable but are more difficult to breach due to skull thickness ([@B7], [@B8]). In low-velocity wounds, the injury is made primarily by either crushing or cutting tissue along the path. Low-velocity projectiles with sharp edges, such as knives and glass, penetrate via a cutting mechanism whereas low-velocity projectiles without a sharp edge penetrate by way of kinetic energy deposition, crushing along the way ([@B6]). In either case, the wound tract dimensions are typically the dimensions of the penetrating object. Thus, the neurological deficits are ascribable to the brain regions directly affected along the foreign body's penetration path. As only a relatively small portion of the brain region is affected, neurological deficits may be limited. However, if a particularly critical brain region, such as the midbrain, is involved, then even a very small foreign body may result in irreversible coma or death.

With knife wounds and low-velocity projectiles, such as air rifle pellets, where most of the energy of the projectile is expended prior to penetrating the skull, there may only be minimal local brain damage. If the projectile or skull fragment remains inside the cranial cavity and near the inner skull table, these patients may be candidates for surgical debridement. If there is a depressed skull fracture without foreign body penetration, then bone fragment spallation into the brain may still occur. If this happens, the patient usually remains conscious with minimal neurological deficit, but is at risk of an infection, epidural, subdural or subarachnoid hematoma ([@B9]). In the event of a subarachnoid hematoma, clots and debris may form in the basal cisterns, or fibrosis and adhesion of the meninges may occur, resulting in a disruption of cerebralspinal fluid flow in the subarachnoid space and leading to ventricular enlargement from obstructive hydrocephalus ([@B10]). Again, neurosurgical intervention is usually required for optimal clinical outcome. In general, survival and functional outcomes are better following low-velocity injuries than high.

Low-velocity penetration thresholds {#S2-2}
-----------------------------------

Injury thresholds from low-velocity penetration are not well characterized. For blunt impactors, the force required to penetrate the skull is dependent on the impactor mass, its acceleration and the thickness of the skull at the point of impact. For a given mass and acceleration (i.e., force), the primary determining factors are the projected area of the penetrator and the location of impact. The projected area affects the area over which the force of the penetrator is applied. If this is held constant, but the mass is changed, as with the previously discussed. 38 caliber pellets and lead bullets, the threshold for penetration changes. The energy required to penetrate the skull is a product of the applied force and the distance over which that force is applied. Thus, less energy is required to penetrate thinner parts of the skull. With respect to the location of impact, the thickest parts of the human skull are the posterior parietal and occipital skull followed by the temporal and frontal ([@B11]). Studies have shown that at the parietal bone, an impactor of 200--297 mm^2^ will penetrate with quasi-static forces ranging from 980 to 1334 N ([@B12]).

For sharp impactors, such as shards or knives, that penetrate via a cutting mechanism, soft tissue penetration is a function of mass, impact velocity, the presented area of the projectile and tissue density ([@B13]). Existing models for these types of impactors have not been validated for bone penetration. In fact, the threshold for skull penetration with thin sharp objects such as a knife or glass is not known. Similarly, the thresholds are unknown for most rounded projectiles, such as the nose of a low-velocity handgun bullet.

High-velocity penetrations {#S2-3}
--------------------------

Because they are both more common and more injurious, considerably more research has been dedicated to understanding the biomechanics and clinical implications of high-velocity penetrators. High-velocity penetration is characterized by high kinetic energy, and accompanying shock waves resulting in three distinct areas of tissue damage: ([@B1]) the wound tract, where tissue is lacerated and crushed, ([@B2]) an adjacent area of damaged tissues caused by shearing and stretching, and ([@B3]) a surrounding area with a lack of filling of small blood vessels and extravasation of blood ([@B14]). As with low-velocity wounding, the high-velocity projectile tract is a result of crushing and tearing tissue by the foreign body as it traverses brain tissue. The result is a permanent cavity. The diameter of this permanent cavity is a function of the penetrator's dimensions and velocity. In contrast to low-velocity penetrators, the permanent cavity from a high-velocity deforming penetrator is typically a few times greater than the projectile diameter. This is due to the contribution of cavitation, which does not accompany low-velocity injury. In addition, the penetrator's tumbling and yaw can contribute to the permanent cavity size. For a non-deforming, tumbling penetrator, the cavity is roughly the length of the penetrator. The permanent cavity from a fragmenting penetrator can be even larger, as it depends on the dispersal pattern of the fragments ([@B15]). The adjacent area of damaged tissues is called the temporary cavity. It is caused by large scale cavitation, i.e., a "transient displacement of tissue" ([@B16]) within brain tissue. It is a brief, compressive force that expands tangentially from the wound tract ([@B4], [@B17]). The creation and collapse of the temporary cavity leads to temporary dilation that stretches and shears brain parenchyma ([@B18]). Although transient, the pathology from the temporary cavity can be significant, much more so than directly from the projectile path ([@B14]).

There is a temptation to assume that the severity of injury from a ballistic penetration will be a function of kinetic energy alone. However, the larger of two projectiles of equivalent kinetic energy will typically crush more tissue (i.e., create a larger permanent cavity), while the smaller (faster) will stretch more tissue (i.e., create a larger temporary cavity). While there is a positive correlation between wound severity and both mass and velocity, factors such as the orientation of the projectile, fragmentation and deformation, projectile mass and the tissue tract itself also influence the size of both the permanent and temporary cavities ([@B16]).

In addition to the direct tissue effects characterized by the permanent and temporary cavities, there is an important additional risk of physiological consequences. For example, a large temporary cavity formed following a high-velocity bullet injury will lead to wide spread cerebral edema. This edema results in increased intracranial pressure (ICP) ([@B18]). With high ICP, brain tissue herniates. A particularly devastating event is downward herniation of the cerebrum into the posterior skull fossa leading to compression and then functional failure of the brainstem respiratory and cardiac centers, resulting in death ([@B19]).

High-velocity penetration thresholds {#S2-4}
------------------------------------

Identifying a single threshold of high-velocity penetration injury is challenging because the projectile's ability to cause trauma is dependent on the velocity and mass (energy), and shape and diameter (impact surface area) of the projectile. Most researchers use gelatin as the body tissue simulant for injury/wound quantification ([@B20]). Testing is typically accomplished by firing a projectile into a rectangular shaped simulant. This approach is an inappropriate TBI model as the brain is encased in an incompressible structure (skull) and is neither rectangular nor of uniform density. However, some investigators are now taking these issues into consideration. For example, Yoganandan and colleagues place a brain model made of silicone dielectric gel (Sylgard 527) and ballistic gelatin into a sphere that approximates the skull ([@B20]). The study uses two different projectiles, 9-mm and 25-caliber. Since the Sylgard gel is contained in a sphere and has material properties closer to the human brain, it is more representative of the human condition. Although this experimental approach still fails to replicate the heterogeneity of brain tissue, the pressure distributions and other results can be used with caution for determining brain injury thresholds. While no single brain injury threshold from ballistic projectiles exists, it is widely assumed that any skull and brain injury from a high-velocity bullet round will result in severe TBI leading to either profound long-term disabilities or death ([@B21]). For this reason, all ballistic head protection is designed to a zero penetration criterion, leaving behind-armor blunt trauma as the major risk of injury from ballistic threats that are defeated by helmets.

Ballistic protection {#S2-5}
--------------------

Ballistic threats are commonly associated with war but can also occur in civilian assault cases. There is a long history of head protection systems developed for U.S. military personnel. Up until recently, the most common military helmets were made entirely out of DuPont's Kevlar^®^, and weighed as much as 1.6 kg. The current generation of U.S. military helmets, such as the Advanced Combat Helmet is also constructed of a thermoset resin shell bonded to Kevlar^®^. The Enhanced Combat Helmet (ECH), in contrast, is constructed of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene reinforced by carbon fibers ([@B22]). These new helmets are up to 15% lighter in weight than previous generations of helmets and achieve equivalent ballistic protection as the previous heavier models ([@B23]). The use of ultra high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) in the construction of the helmet shell continues to be explored to increase the level of ballistic protection beyond that of the ECH, without an increase in weight ([@B22], [@B24]). For law enforcement, a variety of head protection options are available, including various military helmets constructed from Kevlar^®^. Helmets are tested for ballistic protection using the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) 0106.01 protocol, which defines levels of protection as a function of weapon caliber and velocity to verify that no penetration occurs for either frontal or lateral impacts ([@B25]).

If no penetration occurs, United States Department of Defense (DoD) protocols require that the helmets also be evaluated for prevention of behind-armor blunt trauma ([@B26]). This trauma results from back face deformation of the helmet when a foreign body strikes it. Although the projectile does not perforate the helmet, the material deformation can impact the head leading to blunt head trauma. To evaluate for behind-armor blunt trauma, the NIJ clay head form is used. It is constructed of aluminum, with a cavity that is filled prior to testing with Roma Plastilina No. 1 oil-based modeling clay (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). This particular clay is plastic, so that it maintains its shape after impact, allowing for measurement of indentation depth ([@B25]). An indentation of 25 mm or less is accepted for front/back impacts, and an indentation of 16 mm or less is the acceptance criteria for lateral impacts ([@B26]). There are a number of shortcomings with respect to the NIJ head form. To begin, it is difficult to accurately measure the back face deformation. Next, the vertical petals of the head form create a rigid boundary condition that influences the back face deformation measurement. It is difficult to maintain the clay within the calibration specification, and the recipe for the clay has changed with time, so that the clay is stiffer for more recent batches ([@B27]). Perhaps most concerning of all, there remains no valid injury data that links clinical outcome to degree of back face deformation in clay.

![**Head forms used in ballistic and blunt trauma testing**. **(A)** NIJ ballistic head form for testing behind armor blunt trauma, constructed of aluminum, with a cavity filled with modeling clay. **(B)** PEEPsite ballistic head form for testing behind armor blunt trauma, designed out of concern for artifacts created by the vertical petals of the NIJ head form. **(C)** ISO head form for measuring blunt trauma, used in conjunction with the maximum translational peak acceleration criterion. ([www.cadexinc.com](www.cadexinc.com)) **(D)** Hybrid III head form for measuring blunt trauma used with the Head Injury Criterion. (Bass CR, Walilko TJ, Kent R. Evaluation of head surrogates for the assessment of explosive and ballistic injuries. Final report submitted to the Combatting Terrorism Technology Support Office by University of Virginia. April 2011. Contract Number W91CRB-09-0015).](fneur-06-00089-g001){#F1}

As an alternative to the NIJ head form, the US Army Research Laboratory developed the PEEPsite head form (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). This head form is based upon the same concept of measuring indentation into plastic clay. However, the head form is designed such that the rigid boundary condition imposed by the vertical petals in the NIJ head form is removed ([@B27]). Unfortunately, although the PEEPsite head form addresses the issue of rigid boundary conditions, issues with respect to clay calibration and achieving accurate measurements of back face deformation remain, as well as the lack of clinical validation.

Blunt Trauma {#S3}
============

Blunt trauma and acceleration cause injury by way of skull deformation, rotational motion and ICP ([@B28]). Both elastic and plastic localized skull deformations transmit localized stress to underlying tissues, resulting in strains to the neural or neurovascular tissues and leading to contusions at the site of impact. The subsequent rebound of the skull can separate the dura mater and skull, resulting in epidural hematomas ([@B28]). Because the brain is not rigidly attached to the interior of the skull, upon impact the motion of the brain lags behind that of the head and skull. As a result, another source of injuries is an impact between the inner table of the skull and the brain. When the head motion comes to a stop and moves back to its original orientation, the brain will then impact the skull on the opposite side of the original impact point ([@B12], [@B29]). Contusions at the point of impact are referred to as *coup* lesions, and contusions distal to the point of impact are referred to as *contrecoup* lesions. Both can be clinically significant.

Although rotational motions are known to be highly injurious, the mechanism of injury remains unclear. There are two dominant theories regarding how rotational motion injures the brain. One theory proposes that tissue shearing occurs at the interfaces between adjacent tissues moving at different rates as a result of different densities ([@B30]). In support of this theory, research has shown that diffuse injuries caused by rotation are greatest near the surface of the brain, where the rotational motion is the greatest; they are reduced near the center of mass, where the rotational motion is the least ([@B28], [@B30]). Thus, low levels of rotational inertial loading primarily result in cortical injuries, whereas more significant rotational motions can cause injuries deep into brain regions within the diencephalon.

A second theory on rotational motion is that the injuries are caused by the relative inability of the brain to rotate within the skull. Although the brain is not rigidly attached to the skull interior, it can rotate around the relatively fixed brainstem. This rotation can lead to focal shear stresses and strains ([@B31]). Since the skull is most constraining around the foramen magnum and frontal compartments, particularly in the ventral region, this theory is supported by research revealing predominance of injuries to the anterior fossa, regardless of whether the original point of impact was to the frontal or occipital lobes ([@B31]).

As mentioned previously, the ability of the brain to move within the skull causes the brain and skull to move at different speeds upon impact or acceleration. When the brain lags behind the skull during linear acceleration, it "pushes" against the skull, causing an increase in the ICP at that location, and a decrease in ICP distal to it ([@B28]). The shearing from both the motion of the brain and these ICP pressure gradients can lead to axons stretching. The stretching causes enlargement of the axons at locations where microtubules are damaged, resulting in diffuse axonal injuries (DAI) ([@B29]).

An outstanding issue regarding blunt trauma and accelerative injuries is the relative importance of translational and rotational motion. Although initial research tended to focus primarily on translational motion, studies using both animal models and numerical modeling have shown that DAI, acute subdural hematoma and most other types of brain injury can be generated by pure rotational motion ([@B32]--[@B34]). Although rotational motion can cause these injuries in the absence of translational motion, most researchers agree that brain injuries are most often caused by a combination of shear stresses and strains associated with rotational motion *and* direct site contusions and elevated ICPs associated with translational motion ([@B28], [@B35]). Although, the first theory of rotational motion (differential motion of adjacent tissues) indicates that even low level rotations cause cortical damage, cortical lesions are typically attributed to translational motion, while brain stem injuries are attributed to shear strain ([@B35]).

Another factor in blunt trauma injuries is the direction of impact. First, localized injuries will be associated with the point of impact (coup) and the location distal to the point of impact (contrecoup). Thus, lateral impacts will tend to cause contusions in the temporal lobes of both hemispheres, and frontal and rear impacts will tend to cause contusions in both the frontal and occipital lobes. Second, the direction of impact will affect the relative motion of the two brain hemispheres. In a frontal impact, both hemispheres will move together as a single mass. Thus, higher angular accelerations are required to cause a TBI, and with bridging veins more vulnerable, there is a higher rate of acute subdural hematoma. In contrast, in a lateral impact the two brain hemispheres respond as two separate masses. Thus, with half the mass to move, lower levels of angular acceleration are required to cause a TBI, and DAI are more likely ([@B36], [@B37]).

Blunt trauma thresholds {#S3-6}
-----------------------

Existing head injury thresholds following blunt impact are based on results from animal studies and human cadaver studies. The simplest head injury threshold criterion is maximum translational acceleration. Maximum translational acceleration is obtained from drop tests in which the resultant acceleration is measured at the center of gravity of the head. The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 571.218 (for motorcycle protection) uses a threshold of 400 g peak acceleration, which is interpreted as the limit above which there is significant risk of serious head and brain injury ([@B38]). The Snell Memorial Foundation sets forth a lower standard threshold for motorcycle helmets at 275 g peak acceleration ([@B39]). The US Army aircrew HGU-56/P helmet is designed to a standard of 175 g peak acceleration at the headband and 150 g peak acceleration at the crown ([@B40]). This criterion is based on US Army aviation accident data ([@B40], [@B41]). For these standards, the maximum translational acceleration criterion uses the International Standards Organization (ISO) head form (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C) and is designed to prevent skull fracture and subdural hematoma.

To refine the peak acceleration injury criterion, the Wayne State University Cerebral Concussion Tolerance Curve (WSTC) was developed. The WSTC predicts injury as a function of the average acceleration and the duration of the acceleration. It is the first injury criterion to include findings from biomechanical research of head injury ([@B42]). The WSTC is an empirical relationship between the acceleration of the head and impact time (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). It describes the maximum acceleration over a given duration that can be tolerated without leading to a skull fracture. Data supporting the WSTC was derived from drop tests of embalmed cadaver heads, air-blasts to exposed cadaver brains, and hammer blows to animal heads ([@B42]).

![**Wayne State Tolerance Curve (WSTC)**. The WSTC predicts injury based upon the maximum acceleration over a given duration that can be tolerated without leading to a skull fracture. It was the first head injury criterion based upon biomechanical research ([@B42]).](fneur-06-00089-g002){#F2}

The Head Injury Criterion (HIC) is the most commonly used injury criteria for designing protective measures to prevent skull fracture which, for this use, is considered a severe brain injury ([@B43]). The HIC is calculated as a function of the duration of acceleration at the center of gravity of the head (Eqn. [1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), assuming that the head is a one-mass structure: $$\text{HIC} = \left\{ {\left( {t_{\text{2}} - t_{\text{1}}} \right)\left\lbrack {\frac{1}{t_{\text{2}} - t_{\text{1}}}\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{\text{2}}}a\left( t \right)\text{dt}} \right\rbrack^{2.5}} \right\}_{\max}$$ where *t*~1~ is the initial time (s), *t*~2~ is the final time (*s*) and *a*(*t*) is the acceleration at the center of gravity of the head. The acceleration window (*t*~2-~*t*~1~) is usually 15 or 36 ms, depending upon the context of the impact. For most automotive applications, a 15 ms window is used, although a 36 ms window is more typically used in airbag testing. The HIC was proposed in 1970 based on the results of drop tests conducted in the late 1950s. The underlying data for the HIC is limited as it is based on 23 tests using five embalmed cadavers ([@B44]), and is calibrated to the Hybrid III head form (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D). In spite of the limited underlying dataset, the HIC has led to significant improvements in motor vehicle safety and protective head equipment design. It is, nevertheless, insufficient when applied to mild TBI with subtle underlying neuropathology. The National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration (NHTSA) standard is a HIC of 700 for ages six and up, and is based on a 15 ms window. The ISO also uses an acceleration window of 15 ms ([@B45]). The FMVSS-208 (for occupant crash protection) and FMVSS-213 (for child restraint systems) use a HIC of 700 as an injury threshold ([@B46]). In an effort to characterize the relationship between HIC values and mortality Prasad and Mertz ([@B47]) developed the Head Injury Risk Curve. This curve, based upon human cadaver test data, indicates that a HIC of 1400 gives a 50% probability of sustaining a life-threatening brain injury, and a HIC of 700 reduces the probability to 5% ([@B48]). Thus, the US federal HIC standards are well below the severe injury thresholds.

It should be noted that the WSTC, peak translational acceleration and the HIC are not the only injury criteria that have been developed for blunt trauma injuries. To name a few, the weighted principal component score (wPCS) has been proposed as a metric for evaluating the risk of mild TBI ([@B49]), the Gadd Severity Index remains a "current" standard for head injury protection, in spite being first proposed in 1966 ([@B50]), the head injury power (HIP) is based upon the generation rate of change of both the translational and rotational kinetic injury ([@B51]), and both the rotational injury criterion (RIC) and power rotational head injury criterion (PRHIC) are based upon angular acceleration ([@B52]). In spite of the plethora of alternative criteria available for blunt trauma, the HIC and peak translation acceleration criteria remain the most common metrics used for design and evaluation of protective gear, largely because standard test equipment and head surrogates have been calibrated to these criteria.

Blunt trauma protection {#S3-7}
-----------------------

Protecting the head against blunt impact trauma has been in practice throughout human history. For the past few decades the military and the sports communities have sought to identify padding or suspension systems that improve the blunt trauma protection provided by protective headgear. Regardless of the context, protecting the head against blunt impacts invariably has evolved to some combination of padding, load distribution, and standoff distance. For load distribution, most helmets start with an outer shell. For military helmets, the shell serves the dual purpose of both blunt impact and foreign body penetration protection. Below the outer shell is typically some type of energy absorbing foam. Since the rate and force of loading can differ greatly depending on the impact conditions, the density and thickness of the padding inside the shell also greatly differ. To protect the head from the great range of threats, helmet manufactures have turned to using a graded padding system comprised of a stack of pads of varying thicknesses and densities. The pads closer to the head typically have a lower density and are used to absorb the energy from low-velocity, low energy impacts. The pads at a greater distance from the head typically have a greater density and are capable of absorbing higher energy loads.

For contact sports, such as football, new helmet systems and rule changes have reduced the number of skull fractures, but it is unclear if the helmets have had any effect on the incidence of concussions ([@B53]). The helmet systems described above typically only reduce the linear acceleration associated with skull fractures and do not specifically address the effects of rotational acceleration. The current helmets also do not specifically address the effects of repeated impacts, where there is emerging evidence that repeated sub-injury threshold blows to the head can still cause mild to moderate TBI. The scientific understanding of the cause and effect relationship remains unclear.

Blast {#S4}
=====

Blast injury is caused by exposure to a complex high air pressure environment (primary effects), ballistic impact from shrapnel and fragments (secondary effects), whole body acceleration, and subsequent impacts with objects such as walls or ground (tertiary effects). Exposure to primary blast effects (air overpressure) can, by itself, set up a series of concurrent events that can cause brain injury. These are the force of the shock wave impacting against the head, direct transmission of energy of the blast wave through the head and into the brain, and short duration accelerative motions of the head caused by temporal gradients in overpressure around the head. A detailed overview of air blast physics is beyond the scope of this paper. However, medical blast injury researchers will benefit from a review of topics, such as Mach stem formation, blast wave generation, and the relationship between static and dynamic overpressure. There are numerous sources that provide thorough descriptions, including *Blast Waves* ([@B54]).

Ultimately, injuries from exposure to blast, like blunt trauma and ballistic penetration, are fundamentally about transfer of energy from an external environment through the skull and into the brain. This energy transfer ultimately results in tissue damage through a number of proposed underlying mechanisms, including pressure loads to the torso leading to air emboli or upward fluid surge into the head ([@B55]--[@B58]), shear and stress waves inducing micro (cellular and subcellular) ([@B59], [@B60]) and macro (gross morphological) level damage ([@B61]), physical deformation or flexing of the skull caused by pressure gradients ([@B62]), cerebrospinal fluid micro-cavitation ([@B63], [@B64]), and acceleration of the brain against the inside of the skull ([@B65], [@B66]). At this time, none of the various theories of primary blast-induced TBI have been either conclusively discredited or substantially supported with empirical evidence. Thus, with a conspicuous absence of strong experimental data supporting any specific mechanism of cellular damage from blast exposure, one of the most fundamental issues surrounding blast-induced TBI is the remaining ambiguity about the mechanism of injury.

When an individual is exposed to primary blast overpressure, there are infinite exposure scenarios. Exposure to an individual is a function not only of the overpressure, but also factors such as the presence of reflecting objects near the exposed individual (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B,C), the use of protective equipment such as helmets and face shields ([@B67], [@B68]), and unusual explosives (Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}D,E). Thus, given this enormous variation, to truly understand how blast waves may cause TBI, a fundamental understanding of how energy is deposited in the brain is necessary.

![**Blast exposure scenarios**. As illustrated in these five scenes, the pressure-time history associated with an explosion varies considerably with respect to the environment in which the exposure occurs. Multiple reflective surfaces can increase the duration of exposure or cause multiple reflections, increasing the impulse imparted to an individual in the environment (Wiri S, Needham C Reconstruction of IED blast loading to personnel in the open. Twenty-first International Shock Interaction Symposium, International Shock Wave Institute, 3--8, August, 2014, Riga, Latvia). **(A)** Open field exposure measured with a shoulder mounted blast sensor. Bomb was about 3 feet above the ground. **(B)** Enclosed space, in the cab of a truck hit by an Rocket Propelled Grenade with the window open. Sensor on the back of the head. **(C)** Guard tower hit by Vehicle Bomb Improvised Explosive Device. Sensor mounted on the back of the head. **(D)** Shoulder fired rocked launcher (LAW). Sensor mounted on shoulder. **(E)** Shoulder fired Carl Gustav Recoiless Rifle. Sensor mounted on the back of the head.](fneur-06-00089-g003){#F3}

A typical personnel-borne blast wave sensor overpressure trace usually contains multiple peaks, which are caused by reflections from the ground, structures, or nearby personnel. The explosive source and precise locations and orientation of the subject determine a unique overpressure waveform. Such a complex blast wave, interacting with the orientation and protective equipment of the exposed individual, will affect the amount of energy deposited into the head ([@B69]), as will the distribution of the energy as it hits the exposed individual. As seen in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, peak overpressures across the head and body can vary widely. The pressure variations determine how energy affects the body in terms of applied forces, which can induce high magnitude, short duration accelerations even without direct impact. In the scenario in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the individual in the yellow zone (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) experienced extremely high overpressures on the shoulder and arm, which would probably have minimal physiological effect. However, exposures to the left ear exceeded 55 kPa, which is more than enough to potentially rupture the tympanic membrane ([@B70]). Although we often talk about a pressure differential across the head causing both head deformation ([@B62]) and acceleration ([@B71]), a more accurate representation of the physics is that an *impulse* (the integral of pressure over time) differential will cause both head deformation and acceleration. Counter-intuitively, for a given overpressure level a larger blast will have a longer positive phase duration so that the blast has time to wrap around the head, leading to a smaller impulse differential. Likewise, for a given blast, a shorter standoff distance will have both a higher overpressure and a shorter positive phase duration so that the blast does *not* have time to wrap around the head, leading to a larger impulse differential.

![**Pressure loads simulated based on the exposure**. Computational analyses using the Second-Order Hydrodynamics with Automatic Mesh Refinement Code (SHAMRC) simulates explosive effects in complex environments, allowing prediction of static and dynamic overpressure as a function of time and location on the individual in a blast environment. In this case, blast loads on the left side of the head exceed the threshold for tympanic membrane rupture, while the loads on the rights side do not (Wiri S, Needham C Reconstruction of IED blast loading to personnel in the open. Twenty-first International Shock Interaction Symposium, International Shock Wave Institute, 3--8, August, 2014, Riga, Latvia).](fneur-06-00089-g004){#F4}

Once blast waves impact the head, computational modeling can provide significant insight into blast energy transmission through the skull and dissipation into brain tissue. Computational modeling indicates that the skull generally behaves as a low-pass filter. Live and cadaver animal tests have validated this finding, showing that the higher frequency content of the blast wave energy is removed as it enters the calvarium ([@B72]--[@B74]). Once the blast enters the skull, the effect on brain tissue is still under investigation. However, computer simulations and test data suggest that stress waves induce shear, spallation, implosion, and inertial effects within the brain tissue ([@B69]), leading to diffuse axonal injury in white matter regions ([@B75]). Models also suggest that the enhancement effects of pressure waves passing through the skull and blast reflection at the interface of different materials cause neuronal damage and tissue disruption, typically in the traditional coup and contrecoup regions ([@B75]).

An outstanding challenge to understanding the effects of blast on the brain is that stresses and strains within living brain tissue cannot be directly measured. The ICP has been identified as a useful surrogate metric for energy deposition. Based upon numerical modeling, peak stresses and strains in the brain correlated with the edges of high-pressure regions at the coup and contrecoup locations ([@B65], [@B76]). The ICP has the added benefit of correlation to clinical outcome ([@B77]).

One aspect of the blast environment that often goes unaddressed is the change in head inertia during the application of force from the blast wave during exposure. Even in porcine shock tube experiments in which deliberate effort is made to prevent acceleration of the head, accelerations in excess of 1,200 g have been measured over short durations under blast loads of 30 psi (\~200 kPa) peak incident exposure ([@B78]). These accelerations are likely caused by extended dynamic pressures resulting from the experimental set up, but they were none-the-less a real outcome of these experimental blast exposures. Although these accelerations were measured over durations of 7 ms or less, the extreme magnitudes of acceleration imply a significant potential for injury. Previous studies have indicated that impact with the ground (secondary injury) would also result in higher global head accelerations, but this and other tests, supported by pathological data that lack reports of secondary insults, suggest otherwise. In field blast testing with Hybrid III test dummies, peak resultant accelerations of the center of gravity of the head have been as high as 500 g for 35--40 psi (\~250--300 kPa) peak incident overpressure exposures with associated HICs well over the 50% injury level of 1,400 ([@B79]).

Blast thresholds {#S4-8}
----------------

Thresholds for injury are another major area of uncertainty with respect to blast-induced TBI. A number of test efforts have sought to identify criteria for outcomes ranging from apnea ([@B80]) to fatalities ([@B81]). Although there are a number of outstanding questions regarding the physics of the energy deposition in the brain, computational modeling that has been validated against test data has provided a first estimate for blast neurotrauma based upon the occurrence of apnea immediately following the blast ([@B81]).

In the absence of a validated blast neurotrauma criterion, many apply criteria such as the 150 g peak acceleration criterion or the HIC to estimate risk of head injury from accelerative loading. Unfortunately, both modeling and test data confirm that blast loads can induce very short acceleration durations (from \<1 to 7 ms) with load levels in excess of 1000 g ([@B79]). These parameters are way beyond that for which any blunt trauma or acceleration criterion has been validated. Even aside from the issue of validated ranges, the mechanics of blast trauma are very different from that assumed in traditional blunt impact-based criteria, rendering the use of blunt trauma criteria in a blast environment inappropriate.

Clearly, the absence of a clear understanding of the mechanism of injury impedes development of validated blast neurotrauma injury criteria. Another major issue is the applicability of animal models. Is apnea, for example, a good outcome on which to base neurotrauma thresholds in humans? How does the onset of apnea correlate with severity of injury, probability of lethality, or probability of chronic deficits following the acute phase of injury? It is commonly understood that some form of scaling is required to equate injury thresholds from smaller animal data to humans. As a baseline, most researchers scale data based upon the relative mass of the animal to humans; however, scaling based upon skull thickness, brain mass, brain to body mass ratio or white to gray matter ratios may also be appropriate. Ultimately, a biophysical basis for scaling requires a rigorous understanding of both the physics of blast and the mechanism of injury.

Blast protection {#S4-9}
----------------

A number of studies have used both testing and simulation to assess the effects of protective equipment, primarily helmets and face shields in preventing blast-induced neurotrauma. Unfortunately, the TBI rates from recent conflicts have demonstrated that there remains a level of elevated risk ([@B82]). Studies have shown that injury thresholds for unprotected personnel are much higher for neurotrauma than they are for barotrauma to lungs and other hollow viscera. However, when the torso is protected, the threshold for barotrauma injury is raised, resulting in fewer barotrauma deaths and a higher prevalence of blast-induced TBI ([@B82]). Thus, torso protection has significantly increased tolerance to exposure, but the unintended consequence of reduced pulmonary vulnerability appears to be greater risk of TBI.

A recent study looking into the theory of blast exposure inducing micro-cavitation in the cerebrospinal fluid provided clear evidence of the protective effects of helmets. Under direct blast exposure, a helmet significantly reduced the measured ICP at both the frontal (coup) and occipital (contrecoup) regions of a human cadaver head ([@B63]). Although the mechanism by which this protective effect is obtained is unclear from these tests, it can be concluded that providing coverage of the head reduces the amount of energy transferred to brain. Further studies have used computational models to demonstrate the additional protective effects of face shields and novel padding materials in providing additional reductions in the ICP inside the brain ([@B22], [@B67], [@B83]).

Ultimately, the goal is to provide optimized protective equipment that reduces the risk and severity of blast-induced TBI in known, quantitative ways. Unfortunately, current test methods are insufficient, which makes attaining this goal a major challenge. Computational modeling will be necessary to complete this task, but the lack of validity in brain injury estimates based on external loading conditions require the continued use of live animal models to explore neurotrauma questions. Numerous animal models have been used over the years, but are limited in their ability to assess the effect of a helmet on preserving neurological function. Several recent porcine studies have demonstrated this challenge, as pig skulls are significantly thicker than humans, and ICPs measured in the calvarium of a pig under blast loads show considerable attenuation not seen with similar human head tests ([@B74], [@B76], [@B78]), even when the pig head was exposed to the side to reduce the effective skull thickness facing the blast.

Although specific injury criteria relating to this mechanism are lacking, significant protection can be attained by blocking the blast wave from reaching the skull. Simulations have shown that current helmets can reduce transmitted energy, but not completely ([@B68]). Due to the need to hear, see and breathe, current helmet configurations do not fully shield the head. Future developers will need to find the appropriate compromise between head coverage, mobility, weight, and visibility for the wearer to optimize this protection.

Discussion {#S5}
==========

Although significant efforts have been made studying TBI, a clinically effective neurospecific therapy remains elusive. It is widely understood that the mechanisms underlying this condition need to be elucidated. To that end, the biochemical and neuropathological characterization of this condition is being advanced. Though incomplete, there has been remarkable progress. One important mechanistic aspect of TBI that has not received as much attention and, thus, effort is in understanding the physics of the inciting insult. This is critical if clinically meaningful mitigation or treatment strategies are to be developed.

Historically, since live testing at thresholds causing injury is unethical, research approaches to studying TBI have been limited to cadaver and animal testing. Cadaver testing provides valuable information regarding the response of the bone structure to insult and can be informative in understanding how loads change as they pass through the skull and into the brain cavity. However, changes in the tissue properties of the brain happen rapidly upon death so that it is difficult to get meaningful data about transmission of loads through the brain tissue using cadavers. The lack of a physiological response also substantially limits how much information about neurotrauma can be gleaned from cadaver tests. Animal testing has the advantage of providing a means of obtaining physiological response data. However, anatomical and brain function differences limit the validity of these data, and proven methods of scaling from animals to humans are lacking. Given limitations of existing test methods, injury criteria are generally based on indirect measures and global rigid-body kinematics. As a result, there is limited understanding of the specific mechanical trauma to brain tissues that lead to TBI.

Although additional research is needed to better characterize the effects of missile fragmentation, modern ballistic protection for the head is adequate, as it is based on the rule that any head penetration is unacceptable. However, behind armor blunt trauma remains an issue, particularly as we search for lighter and more versatile protection. There is no scientific basis for linking clay indentation to brain injury, as is the approach used in current testing of military ballistic helmets ([@B25], [@B26]). The use of clay for measuring behind armor blunt trauma originated with abdominal impacts and was validated with animal data, and the human skull is not capable of the same degree of transient deformation as the abdomen. No comparable tests have been performed to validate clay deformation for behind armor head trauma ([@B26]).

Current blunt trauma injury criteria have been invaluable to reducing the incidence of skull fractures and hematomas. However, for the range of other types of brain injuries that occur from blunt impact or acceleration, injury criteria are still critically lacking. Computer simulations, head surrogates and real-time acceleration data collection have been used in an attempt to correlate external accelerations with internal brain stresses ([@B65], [@B84]--[@B86]). Ongoing research with collegiate football teams ([@B49]) and joint Department of Defense and National Football League data collection efforts should result in prospective data that will provide valuable insights into the threshold loads for brain injuries that occur in the absence of a skull fracture. A major challenge facing these and other blunt trauma injury studies, however, is ambiguity in the definition and diagnosis of *mild* TBI, which makes it difficult to correlate measured accelerations or forces with consistent levels of injury. This challenge is further exacerbated in human studies by the fact that the susceptibility of the brain changes with repeated impacts ([@B87]), and research participants in the sports and military populations are often *not* naïve to concussion. Thus, variability in concussion histories becomes an important and, often, poorly specified confounding factor in determining potential induced vulnerability from using data from these populations.

The primary challenge to preclinical TBI research is uncertainty regarding both injury models. While this challenge impacts ballistic and blunt trauma research, it is most acutely an issue with blast neurotrauma. Across industry, academia and government research institutions, there are a plethora of injury models, creating inconsistencies in load levels, methods for applying loads and outcome measures. As a consequence, the results of these studies are confusing and, often, conflicting. As an example, a significant issue in blast neurotrauma research is replication of blast loading environments in a laboratory setting. Although free-field blast testing is, of course, most realistic, many institutions lack access to blast test sites, and the free-field blast environment presents particular challenges with respect to both instrumentation and animal handling. Shock or blast tubes are the most common approach to simulating the blast environment in a laboratory setting. Although shock tubes are relatively inexpensive and have proliferated in the last decade of blast neurotrauma research, many tubes are used incorrectly, with tremendous consequences to our understanding of blast effects on the brain. Placement of test subjects in front of the tube, rather than inside it, is the most common error seen in blast tube research. Because the shock wave rapidly expands outside the tube and is followed by a jetting of cold air, a test subject placed at this location is exposed to significant dynamic loading. The large dynamic loads induce head accelerations that are erroneously attributed to blast overpressure. Although the significance of this error is sometimes dismissed, recent porcine blast experiments in which the specimen was placed in front of a tube resulted in head accelerations in excess of 1,200 g. Not surprisingly, those subjects with peak accelerations over 1000 g had a 50% risk of apnea (5/10), indicative of possible neurotrauma. No subjects with less than 1000 g peak acceleration experienced apnea ([@B78]). In contrast, in an ongoing test program led by one of the authors, porcine subjects placed fully inside the shock tube resulted in negligible head accelerations and little evidence of neurological trauma, even with more than double the peak overpressure of the other tests. Until the community adopts consistent, physics-based test standards, major outstanding issues will remain, such as the fundamental question of whether the overpressure contribution to blast-induced TBI is even a significant factor relative to the effects of acceleration.

As eluded to earlier, another issue with current blast neurotrauma test methods is scaling outcomes from animal models to humans. In blast, the air blast phenomena scale uses the cube root of the energy for free field parameters. Thus, the duration of the positive phase of the blast loading must be adjusted for the size and type of the test subject. A simple heuristic for scaling is that the positive phase duration should be between the time it takes to engulf the target and ten times that duration. Body mass scaling has been the standard for several decades, having been validated in the 1960s in a large test program studying the relationship between blast-induced pulmonary injuries and survivability ([@B88]). Unfortunately, while body mass scaling is certainly necessary in neurotrauma research, it is unclear whether it is sufficient. Scaling by head mass, brain mass, skull thickness or other physical properties may be necessary to equate animal test data to humans ([@B89]). Aside from simple positive phase duration heuristic, proper scaling requires an understanding of the underlying injury mechanism. In the absence of a clear understanding of the injury mechanism, appropriate scaling laws cannot be established. And, in the absence of appropriate scaling, there can be no confidence in estimating human injury thresholds using data collected from animal models.

Conclusion {#S6}
==========

Although TBI has been researched for over 40 years, meaningful brain specific therapy has not been realized. Thus, it remains an important field of research for the development of both treatment and prevention. It is important for civilian, law enforcement and military communities. In many preclinical studies, attention to the physics of the injurious event is not adequately considered. This must first be addressed when developing a surrogate model of the human condition and also in fully understanding that condition.

For ballistic protection, physiologically-based behind helmet blunt trauma criteria are needed. The most pressing knowledge gap in blunt trauma is criteria for mild and moderate TBI -- i.e., injuries that do *not* involve skull fractures or subdural hematomas. There is also a tremendous need for a quantitative relationship between injury thresholds and the number and frequency of repeated impacts. A better understanding of the mechanisms of injury is needed for both blast and blunt trauma insults, although this knowledge gap is most significant for blast neurotrauma. Clarity on the mechanisms of injury is prerequisite to development of valid injury criteria and scaling laws for animal models.

To an unfortunate extent, research into blunt, blast and ballistic neurotrauma has been disjointed, with engineers and medical professionals pursuing the issues of prevention, mitigation, diagnosis and therapeutics with far less multidisciplinary collaboration than is desirable. Particularly as we begin to appreciate the heterogeneity and clinical complexities of mild TBI, a multidisciplinary approach to TBI research will be essential to addressing both the engineering issues of prevention and mitigation and the medical issues of diagnosis and therapeutics. Although the existing knowledge gaps are tremendous, advancements in neurotrauma research will profoundly impact the quality of life for both TBI victims and their families.
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